APIgator Business Benefits

APIGATOR BY EXATE

Our APIgator product focuses on API Protection:

- Scalable and efficient in protecting the data flowing through APIs.
- Full audit on who is accessing data and who is blocked from accessing data.
- Safe sharing with third parties by applying internal policies and rules on the data that is shared.
- Use internal controls and client consent to determine data access.
- Transparency as to how data is being used and for what purpose.

**CHALLENGES**

Protect API Data for all your data providers and consumers, consistently, predictably and with confidence.

The cost and time required to consistently implement and manage data privacy in your heterogeneous and legacy systems.

Additional challenges due to banking secrecy laws, cross border regulations and data localisation laws.

**SOLUTION**

APIgator is an end-to-end solution for organisations looking to fully protect data flowing through their APIs. Gating at a proxy level (Apigee etc) to protect data in microservices and APIs within a few days.

**RESULT**

Global strategy for data protection with an effective response to the evolving regulatory landscape.